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ABSTRACT

Lash-Up
Server

Mash-ups of web content are a quickly growing in popularity due to an increasing amount of public APIs for web services. Similarly, web-enabled cellular phones are becoming
increasingly pervasive. We present Lash-Ups, a toolkit that
enables programmers to create mash-up-like locationaware web services for phones. This toolkit solves two
fundamental problems. First, it provides a simple, standard
API for programmers to use locations of users as an input to
their Lash-Ups. Second, it provides a way for programmers
to distribute their Lash-Ups to users based on location. We
support both push- and pull-based applications, and our
platform runs on commodity GSM cellular phones.
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INTRODUCTION

Web-service mash-ups are enjoying significant popularity
on the Internet. In surveying current mash-ups, it is easily
seen that the majority of mash-ups accomplish a straightforward task: information that is available from a variety of
sources is combined in a form that is more convenient to
the end user.
We suggest that a large class of location-aware applications
fit this model as well: the information a user wants is already available on the web, but it is not easily accessed in a
mobile setting. Currently, writing location-aware mash-ups
is difficult for two reasons: first, there is no straightforward
method of enabling a user’s location to be part of the mashup’s inputs, and second, there is no common way to distribute mash-ups to users in locations where the mash-up is
most applicable. We introduce Lash-Ups, a toolkit for location-aware mash-ups that addresses both of these issues.
THE LASH-UP TOOLKIT

The Lash-Up toolkit consists of two components. The
Lash-Up Server provides a common place for Lash-Ups to
be distributed to users, and provides a common API for
Lash-Ups to access location information of their users. The
Lash-Up Client is a light-weight application that runs on
users’ phones, gathering location information for communication to the Lash-Up Server.
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Figure 1. The Lash-Up system interaction for pullbased content. (1) The user accesses the Lash-Up
Server to retrieve a list of relevant Lash-Ups. (2) The
user chooses an application to access. (3) The application communicates with the Lash-Up Server as
well as other web content. (4) The Lash-Up content
is delivered to the user.
The Lash-Up Client

The Lash-Up Client is designed with two ideas in mind: the
client must require minimal interaction for the user to get
the information she desires and the client must run on commodity cell phones. To meet the second requirement, we
chose to use GSM cell tower information as the location
data [1], and to use a web browser as the content delivery
and UI mechanism. To meet the first requirement, we designed a system where location is the principle means of information access.
Our client is a light-weight application that gathers location
information and places it in an HTTP request to the Lash-Up
Server. The Lash-Up Server builds an HTML page that lists
relevant Lash-Ups. The links to these Lash-Ups are constructed as GET requests with the user’s location information embedded in the URL. In this way, when the user selects a Lash-Up to access, the location information is forwarded to the Lash-Up. Thus, accessing information relevant to the user’s location becomes a simple three-step
process: click the Lash-Up Client, read the list of relevant
Lash-Ups, and choose the item of interest.
The Lash-Up Server

The Lash-Up Server accomplishes two related tasks: providing information about relevant Lash-Ups to the end
user, and providing information about the location of the
user to the Lash-Up itself. In order to accomplish these
goals, the server must maintain a repository of available
Lash-Ups, and information about where they are relevant.
Developers of Lash-Ups register their Lash-Up with the
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server. At this time, the developer provides information
about locations where the application is relevant.
Li et al. present a taxonomy of location-aware applications
[3]. Within this taxonomy, we see three different types of
location information being used: information about an exact position such as a user’s latitude and longitude coordinates; information about the semantics of the location, such
as “supermarket or “train station”; and information expressing the relationship between entities, such as the distance between two people.

The second application combines location information
gathered from the Lash-Up API with an existing web search
application. With only two button presses, the user is able
to retrieve a list of coffee shops near her current location.
Again, the development of this application requires only a
few lines of code.
The third application demonstrates the use of the Lash-Up
push-based features. It allows the user to submit a
reminder that will be sent to him via SMS whenever he is at
a particular location.
API’s

Our server supports all three types of location information,
and translates the user’s exact coordinates to the appropriate type for the application. Exact location information is
acquired through a mapping of GSM towers to latitude and
longitude, as done in the Place Lab project [2]. Semantic
information is acquired through a tagging approach. Users
or programmers may label locations (GSM towers) with
tags, such as “supermarket”. Then, if an application is registered as being relevant to a particular tag, it will show up
in a user’s list whenever she is at a location (GSM tower)
tagged as such. Relationship information is accessed via
the framework supporting push-based applications described below. A Lash-Up may query the server for the
most recently-recorded location of any user.

WHY LASH-UPS MAKE SENSE

We note that we have not addressed how we insure that
quality content is delivered in such a system. We propose a
technique similar to social bookmarking in our Future
Work section.

FUTURE WORK

While space prohibits a detailed description here, the full
API
documentation
can
be
viewed
at
http://hci.stanford.edu/lash-ups.
Supporting Push-Based Applications

In addition to the pull-based Lash-Up access described
above, the client can be set to periodically update the LashUp Server with its current location, so that push-based applications can be provided, such as a location-aware reminder service [4]. Lash-Up applications can register a
callback URL with the Lash-Up Server, tied to a particular
user and location. When the user enters this location, the
Lash-Up Server accesses this callback URL. The Lash-Up
then performs the pertinent action, such as sending the user
an SMS message reminding her to buy milk. While privacy
is not the main focus of our work, we note that if privacy is
a concern for users, the automatic updating may be disabled. Thus, location information would be disclosed only
at the user’s discretion. Additionally, techniques presented
by Tang et al. could easily be adapted to our system [5].
LASH-UP EXAMPLES

In the accompanying poster and video, we show the development of two simple Lash-Ups, and the use of a third.
The first application leverages the location-based content
distribution of Lash-Ups to deliver a static webpage with
visitor information. Almost no programming is necessary
to develop this application.
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Lash-Ups are an attractive option for many location-aware
applications for four primary reasons. First, we suggest location-aware computing is more likely to succeed through
a “killer ecology” of many small applications rather than a
few large applications. Second, these applications need to
be kept up to date, which is more manageable in a usersupported development community. Third, many applications simply consist of providing pre-existing information
in a useful location, which matches the mash-up paradigm
perfectly. Finally, while writing handset applications is
comparatively difficult, web delivery of applications is
straightforward and ubiquitous, and the programming
model is familiar to a far greater number of programmers.
We are currently exploring tools to help programmers more
quickly and easily prototype and develop Lash-Ups. Additionally, we are investigating mechanisms for insuring that
quality content is delivered to users, and that relevant semantic information is entered into the system. We are
planning to leverage techniques similar to social bookmarking, which uses group behavior to identify quality
content. Finally, we are exploring the use of additional attributes of the user’s context—such as time of day and personal preferences—in Lash-Up distribution.
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